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COMMUNICATIONS BASED SIGNALLING FOR 
THE AUSTRALIAN NON-URBAN NETWORK - 
THE OPERATIONS BENEFITS 

Trevor Moore, BEng., FIRSE, FIE Aust., Australian Rail Track Corp 

SUMMARY 

There are many types of railway signalling that can comfortably be installed in adjacent sections.  These permit 
the type of signalling performance to be matched to the level of traffic and other performance requirements such 
as line speed and train braking distance.  When a decision is required regarding the installation of 
Communications Based Signalling, different criteria are required to judge the threshold for its application.  This is 
because a substantial majority of the locomotive fleet will need to be converted to the new signalling system to 
achieve the performance and functionality required.  This represents a substantial cost and must be justified by 
the functional performance achievements which may not be uniform for all parts of the network. 

This paper examines a situation where the increased train operating requirements justify a different approach to 
a decision on the type of signalling.  The decision is as much about the Communication Based Signalling 
functional performance as it is about the train operating requirements and their variability over the network and 
over time.  The paper also examines how a decision can be made as part of the major network infrastructure 
upgrade to meet train operational needs. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1830 the Manchester to Liverpool Railway was opened.  The opening day was marred by the death of William 
Huskisson a Member of Parliament for Liverpool by a second train.  Following from this, it can be readily 
appreciated that the primary function of signalling is safety.  Signal Engineers now define this safety as: 

• Maintain a safe distance between trains on the same track, 

• Safeguard the movement of trains over points, 

• Maintain the signalled route during the passage of the train and a valid route for the required 
destination, 

• Maintain the safety of personnel and equipment on or near the track. 

However, there is also a contradicting requirement to have as many trains as required on the line doing the 
maximum speed safely possible (for trackwork conditions).  The train operating requirements may vary from 1 
train a day to 1 train every 3 minutes.  These requirements may also vary on different parts of the network which 
are adjacent or contiguous.  The train performance is also not homogenous with fast and slow trains, stopping 
trains and express trains and trains with short or long braking distances.   

The signal engineer will choose from the available technologies to meet the train operating requirements.  
Communications Based Signalling allows the ARTC to achieve the train operating requirements and the safety 
requirements in the cases detailed below. 

2 NOTATION 

ARTC – Australian Rail Track Corporation (accredited rail infrastructure manager) 

ATMS – Advanced Train Management system 

ECP – Electronically Controlled Pneumatic brake system for rollingstock 

ERTMS – European Rail Traffic Management System 

GPS – Global Positioning System 

GW40 train – Super-freighter generally 1500 m length and max speed 115 kph 
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PTC – Positive Train Control 

3 SIGNALLING SYSTEMS 

There are a variety of signalling systems and technology to meet the different train operating requirements.  Train 
Order Working and Token Working are suitable for low traffic levels on single bi-directional lines with or without 
crossing loops.  Block instrument working is suitable for unidirectional double track where the headway and traffic 
requirement matches the block running time. 

When traffic levels are higher track circuit based signalling is used.  This can cover a wide range of train density 
requirements.  This can be based on a lowest common denominator approach.  That is, the design covers a wide 
range of train types.  Typically the design will cover the worst braked train and the fastest train.  Where there is a 
significant disparity in the train performance this may result in a restriction on the line capacity of the line. 

4 NEW TECHNOLOGY 

4.1 Introducing New Technology 

Even when all stakeholders are keen to introduce new technology, there are still a considerable number of issues 
to be addressed.  These include the following items. 

• Safety requirements are demonstrated and meet the rail regulatory requirements. 

• Functional performance of the system is suitable for the train operating requirements and the trains 
that operate on the network. 

• Equipment Type Approval to ensure that it meets the technical performance and interface 
requirements 

• System Maintainability issues to ensure that the life cycle requirements can be met and system 
availability is acceptable. 

• Stakeholder acceptance including the system operations controllers and the train drivers. 

When all the stakeholders and management are not in agreement, each of the above takes on additional 
significance.  The management investing in the technology and the project team will produce many more detailed 
supporting technical papers and briefing sessions to demonstrate to the stakeholders that the requirements have 
been met.  Often this includes aligning the stakeholders priorities with the project requirements.  Because the 
new technology may achieve an outcome differently, this task may not be straightforward.  

4.2 Introducing New Generation Technology 

The introduction of Communications Based Technology such as ERTMS, PTC or ATMS represents a significant 
step change in the technology application.  This often leads to existing infrastructure being made redundant.  
When the return on investment must cover the cost, compelling arguments for the benefit must be detailed.  
These benefits may not be uniform yet all trains need to be equipped to be able to fully operate over the network 
with the new technology.  Safety requirements may not provide adequate justification for the cost of changing to 
this new technology. 

For ARTC there is no rail regulatory or government requirement to introduce communications based signalling 
technology or to meet a safety objective.  The requirement is purely business based to meet the changing train 
operating requirements.   

5 COMMUNCIATIONS BASED SIGNALLING 

5.1 Advanced Train Management System 

After an Expressions of Interest process begun in 2002, ARTC chose Lockheed Martin to develop the concept for 
ATMS.  The project has now completed the Proof of Concept phase with trials on a section of line.  This included 
the Authority Server and authority issue functionality and the train borne control and driver interface. 
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5.2 ATMS Functional Performance 

The proposed ATMS system is required to work across the ARTC network with a large variety of network 
performance requirements.  The functional performance must address the different types of trains operating on 
the network.  These include passenger trains which operate up to 160 kph and 5000T intermodal freight trains 
operating up to 115 kph.  There are also 10,000T coal trains operating at 60 kph.  These trains may be 
interspersed with each other and other different trains on some parts of the network. 

The system relies on a digital radio network implemented as part of the ARTC train radio rationalisation project.  
This has seen the replacement of many separate legacy radio systems with a modern 3G radio system provided 
by a national telecommunication provider.  This has the capacity for a digital channel to support the train control 
function.  This radio network has additional base stations installed by the telecommunications provider to give the 
required radio coverage along the rail network. 

The ATMS functional performance allows the length of the virtual blocks to be set to meet headway and capacity 
requirements.  The ATMS has minimal trackside equipment which reduces maintenance and trackside 
equipment failures.  Bidirectional running can be implemented without the need for significant amounts of extra 
trackside equipment.  Single line sections can allow for fleeting of trains through the section. 

 

Figure 1: Overview of ATMS and its sub-systems 

5.1. ARTC Network Operations and Signalling Infrastructure 

The ARTC network has a wide range of operating requirements and existing signalling infrastructure to deliver 
the requirements.  The main line between Brisbane and Sydney, and Melbourne and Adelaide is essentially 
single line CTC with track circuits (some axle counters) and colour light signals.  There are some areas of double 
track signalling and bidirectional signalling on double track between Sydney and Melbourne.   

From Adelaide to Kalgoorlie (near Perth) the majority of this 1780 km line is Train Order Working.  It has 63 
crossing loops.  These have been enhanced with remote operation (by the train) of the facing points for a train 
entering a loop.  The departure points are manually set and self restoring.  Traffic on this line has reached its 
maximum efficient capacity.  More trains will require more crosses at loops and lead to slower train transit times.  
There is a current increase in demand for train paths due to mineral traffic and annual growth in the land 
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transport task.  This cannot be easily accommodated with the current system of working and signalling 
infrastructure.  Future growth in the train path requirements is projected for future years and a solution would 
require more crossing loops and/or a change in technology from the current signalling system.   The change is 
required to allow for future increases in train operating performance. 

The other major sector of the network is the New South Wales Hunter Valley coal network.  This currently hauls 
160 million tons per annum to the port of Newcastle just north of Sydney.  This is already planned to increase to 
208 million tons per annum and beyond.  This comes from many mines in the lower and upper Hunter Valley.  
There are 15 mines within 120 km, a further 6 mines within 265 km and a further 3 mines at approximately 370 
km. 

This gives rise to a tree like structure of train operating requirements with the densest traffic levels close to the 
port.  There is also general freight, passenger traffic and grain traffic on this network.  The continual increase in 
traffic levels as new mines are developed or existing mines are upgraded changes the location where the train 
headway constraints exist.  An on-going program of track and signalling upgrades ultimately requires relatively 
new signalling to be upgraded approximately every 5-10 years.  The business case economics and 
corresponding engineering effort are difficult to manage.  This is because of the static nature of the train capacity 
of the signalling infrastructure which uses colour light signals and rail vehicle detection.  It is not feasible in 
engineering resources or funding capital cost to upgrade the infrastructure to cover the next 20 years increased 
capacity.  Obtaining a reasonable return on capital invested requires an incremental approach to increasing 
capacity. 

5.3 Implementing ATMS for the Hunter Valley 

The current signalling and track projects will deliver a capacity of 208 MTPA to the 2 port terminals.  A new 
Terminal 4 is being planned to accommodate an increase of 120 MTPA.  Using conventional signalling would 
require extensive changes to the current signalling and track configurations.   

The application of ATMS communications based signalling would deliver the same capacity for a capital outlay of 
40% less than the conventional signalling.  It would provide a base for future expansion at similarly reduced 
capital costs.  It would also provide the safety benefits of train enforcement at no additional cost. 

Capacity benefits are achieved by:  

• Designing the virtual blocks to meet the train capacity and type of train to operate on the section of the 
network.  As capacity requirements change these can be adjusted without changes to trackside 
equipment or other installed infrastructure. 

• The virtual blocks are based on the number of trains and their running times.  There is no need to 
include the braking distance and aspect sequence to determine signal spacing as with conventional 
signalling. 

• The train braking distance is inclusive of the train authority and is managed and enforced by the train 
borne systems.  This is configured for the specific train speed and braking profile.  Thus overlaps do not 
become part of the train headway calculations.  

• Train performance is based on the train speed, train braking and enforcement profile for each individual 
train and not the lowest common denominator of all the trains. 

• Trains equipped with ECP braking which require shorter braking distances will be able to travel at higher 
speeds to a point closer to the end of the authority and before the system overrides and applies the 
brakes.  Previously these trains operated the same run times and speeds as the air braked trains. 

• Trains equipped with ECP braking which require shorter braking distances will be able to travel at higher 
speeds to a point closer to the end of the authority and before the system overrides and applies the 
brakes.  Previously these trains operated the same run times and speeds as the air braked trains. 

• Bi-directional working can be readily implemented with minimal additional field infrastructure. This uses 
the spare capacity on the lines carrying the empty trains and can be applied for the loaded trains.  This 
can be used for the fast trains to overtake the slow trains. 
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• Allowing fleeting of trains in single line sections.  This provides more train paths without the need for 
mid-section signals and without significantly increasing the train section running times or delays when 
stopped in loops. 

• Allowing simultaneous entry of trains to crossing loops.  This reduces the number of times the train 
stops and hence reduces train transit time. 

• Allows updates to a train authority while it is passing through the previous section obviating the need to 
stop at the end of the train authority section. 

• Safety enforcement of train authorities permit drivers to run to the train performance under all conditions 
and not a conservative driving style. 

• Less wear and tear on trains and less fuel consumption due to fewer trains stopping at signals.  

• Better prediction of train movement against path on single line crossing loop sections, leads to better 
planning of train crosses.  This increases line capacity and reduces train transit time. 

The details above represent a significant improvement in the operations of the various types of trains and the 
delivery of train capacity to meet operating requirements.  Similarly as train operating requirements change, the 
system design can be amended to deliver the requirements and capacity without heavy capital and infrastructure 
changes.  This also provides more timely response to the railway needs.   

The railway is one link in the coal chain supply network.  The other links are the mines, the train operators 
(locomotives and wagons) and the port (train unloaders, stackers and reclaimers).  With the Communications 
Based Signalling, the railway which is spread over 370km is able to be responsive to demands for changes in rail 
traffic. 

5.4 Implementation Issues for the Hunter Valley 

The above provides a basis for achieving the required train running performance from the signalling system and 
current track configuration.  The use of conventional signalling would have also required enhancements to the 
track configuration including third track relief lines for some of the at grade line sections for loaded trains. 

Major implementation issues include fitting out the locomotives with the train borne equipment.  Most of the coal 
trains operate as unit trains with locomotives rostered only to coal traffic.  However, some of the passenger trains 
operate across wide areas outside of the Hunter Valley network.  Similarly most of the intermodal and container 
traffic may operate anywhere on the main lines in Australia.  There is a significant logistical effort required to fit 
out the full fleet of locomotives. 

Similarly, many of the train drivers will be allocated to the Hunter Valley or in many parts of the network.  All of 
these will need to be trained in the new method of working under ATMS.  There is also a significant logistical 
effort to complete the training. 
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5.5 Implementing ATMS for the Trans Australia Railway 

The Trans Australia Railway is 1730 km of single line with 63 crossing loops.  It currently uses manual train order 
working.  The train orders are issued manually over the train radio system.  The increase in land transport 
requirements between East and West of Australia leads to a rail traffic increase at greater than the rate of growth 
of GDP.  There is also additional minerals traffic for part of this network.  Overall a 60% increase in traffic is 
forecast over the next 5 years.   

ATMS can provide this train capacity at a significant reduction on the alternate capital cost for additional crossing 
loops and signalling.  This is meeting the operational requirement of maintaining the same train transit time with 
the additional traffic.   

The following functional advantages of ATMS allow the operational train capacity to be achieved. 

• Fleeting of trains.  This allows trains to follow each other in a single line section between crossing loops.  
The current Train Order network rules require the first train to clear the single line section before the 
second train can enter.  The ATMS provides location information on the train when mid-section, and 
train integrity for the 1800 m long trains.  This allows the second train to enter at the required spacing 
and at a braking distance behind the first train. 

• Simultaneous entry to crossing loops will reduce the number of times trains stop and transit time across 
the section. 

• This is achieved with minimal additional infrastructure across the Nullabor desert.  The remoteness of 
this line creates difficulties in routine maintenance and corrective maintenance.  The ATMS solution 
does not add to the current difficulties in this regard because of its minimal field infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2. Implementation Issues for the Trans Australia Railway 

The ATMS solution provides a safe and reliable solution to the operational requirement for the additional train 
paths. 

Major implementation issues include fitting out the locomotives with the train borne equipment and training the 
train drivers in the new method of working under ATMS.  These are similar to the Hunter Valley issues.  However 
the trains may come from all over Australia creating a logistical issue for their fit out. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

ARTC has specific operational needs for the Hunter Valley coal traffic and for the Trans Australia Railway 
increased general and minerals traffic.  Both of these are not readily addressed with the current technology and 
allocation of capital funds. 

The application of a communications based signalling system such as ATMS provides significant opportunities to 
address the operational needs in a manner different from the traditional approach.  It also meets the current 
safety requirements and enhances the safety by providing end of authority enforcement and in-cab display of the 
authorities. 

While there are many challenges in the development and implementation of a communications based signalling 
scheme, the operational and safety benefits are significant and provide a business case for the investment in the 
technology for ARTC. 

 


